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AnnouncementsAnnouncements

�� ReadingReading

�� TodayToday M&MM&M 1.21.2 3030--4444

�� Next classNext class M&M  1.2M&M  1.2 4545--4747

M&M  1.3M&M  1.3 5353--6262
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Numerical Measures of CenterNumerical Measures of Center

�� MeanMean

�� MedianMedian

�� ModeMode
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MeanMean

�� The mean is what is typically though of as the The mean is what is typically though of as the 

““averageaverage”” value:value:
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MedianMedian

�� The median is the The median is the ““midpoint.midpoint.””

�� The median is the point at which 50% of the The median is the point at which 50% of the 

observations are smaller, and 50% are  larger.observations are smaller, and 50% are  larger.

�� For example, if the data are 2,4,6,2,2, we order For example, if the data are 2,4,6,2,2, we order 

them:  2,2,2,4,6 and find the middle value.them:  2,2,2,4,6 and find the middle value.

�� The median is 2.The median is 2.
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ModeMode

�� The mode is the value that is observed the most The mode is the value that is observed the most 

often.often.

�� The mode need not be unique The mode need not be unique –– we can have we can have 

two or more values that are observed the same two or more values that are observed the same 

(but most frequent) number of times.(but most frequent) number of times.

�� For example, if the data are 2,2,2,4,6, the mode For example, if the data are 2,2,2,4,6, the mode 

is 2 because it occurs the most often.is 2 because it occurs the most often.
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When are the Mean and Median When are the Mean and Median 

Similar?Similar?

�� When the shape of the distribution is symmetric, When the shape of the distribution is symmetric, 

the mean and median are similar.the mean and median are similar.

�� When the distribution is When the distribution is ““skewedskewed”” the mean is the mean is 

farther out in the farther out in the ““tailtail”” than the median.than the median.

�� It has been said that the It has been said that the ““mean follows the tail.mean follows the tail.””

�� The median is much less sensitive to extreme The median is much less sensitive to extreme 

observations (sometimes called observations (sometimes called ““outliersoutliers””).).
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Example:  Sample DataExample:  Sample Data

�� If the data are 2,2,2,4,6, consider replacing the 6 If the data are 2,2,2,4,6, consider replacing the 6 

with 60.with 60.

�� The mean changes to 15, but median is still 2.The mean changes to 15, but median is still 2.

�� Which is more representative? Which is more representative? 
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Example:  Harvard Salary SurveyExample:  Harvard Salary Survey

�� In 1998, the entering class of 1973 was surveyed.In 1998, the entering class of 1973 was surveyed.

�� Interested in determining the typical salary for a Interested in determining the typical salary for a 

graduate of the big H 25 years after graduation.graduate of the big H 25 years after graduation.

�� Mean salary:Mean salary: $750,000$750,000

�� Median salary:Median salary: $175,000$175,000

�� Why such a large discrepancy?Why such a large discrepancy?
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Example:  Expected SalaryExample:  Expected Salary

�� Mean = $372kMean = $372k

�� Median = $100kMedian = $100k

�� How much variability is there?  A lot?  A little?  How much variability is there?  A lot?  A little?  

How can we quantify it?How can we quantify it?
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PercentilesPercentiles

�� If If kk marks the marks the ppthth percentilepercentile, then , then pp percent of percent of 

the data are less than or equal to the data are less than or equal to k.k.

�� Two common percentiles:Two common percentiles:

�� 2525thth percentilepercentile:  sometimes called the 1:  sometimes called the 1stst (or lower) (or lower) 

quartile, quartile, QQ11

�� 7575thth percentilepercentile:  sometimes called the 3:  sometimes called the 3rdrd (or upper) (or upper) 

quartile, quartile, QQ33
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Finding the QuartilesFinding the Quartiles

1.1. Sort the observations in numerical order.Sort the observations in numerical order.

2.2. QQ11 = median of the lower half of the list.= median of the lower half of the list.

3.3. QQ33 = median of the upper half of the list.= median of the upper half of the list.

�� We already know how to find the 2We already know how to find the 2ndnd quartile, quartile, 
QQ22 –– itit’’s just the median.s just the median.

�� Note that if there are an odd number of Note that if there are an odd number of 
observations, then donobservations, then don’’t include the median in t include the median in 
the lists used in steps (1) and (2).the lists used in steps (1) and (2).
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55--Number SummaryNumber Summary

�� We can now find the 5We can now find the 5--number summary of a number summary of a 
dataset.  This is often used as a basic way to dataset.  This is often used as a basic way to 
look at the distribution of the data.look at the distribution of the data.

�� The 5 numbers are:The 5 numbers are:

1.1. Smallest valueSmallest value

2.2. 11stst quartilequartile

3.3. MedianMedian

4.4. 33rdrd quartilequartile

5.5. Largest valueLargest value
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InterInter--quartile Range (IQR)quartile Range (IQR)

�� The IQR is the spread (or range) in the middle The IQR is the spread (or range) in the middle 

half of the data; distance between the 1half of the data; distance between the 1stst and 3and 3rdrd

quartiles:  IQR=(Qquartiles:  IQR=(Q33--QQ11).).

�� This not only tells us something about the This not only tells us something about the 

spread, but it can also help identify outliers.spread, but it can also help identify outliers.

�� An observation is defined as an outlier if it falls An observation is defined as an outlier if it falls 

more than 1.5*IQR above Qmore than 1.5*IQR above Q33 below Qbelow Q11..
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Example:  Expected SalaryExample:  Expected Salary

�� 11stst quartile = $100kquartile = $100k

�� Median = $100kMedian = $100k

�� 33rdrd quartile = $200kquartile = $200k

�� IQR = $200k IQR = $200k -- $100k = $100k = $100k$100k

�� Does this indicate a lot of variability?Does this indicate a lot of variability?
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Variance and Standard DeviationVariance and Standard Deviation

�� Consider how we might measure the spread in Consider how we might measure the spread in 

terms of the distance of each observation from terms of the distance of each observation from 

the mean:the mean:

�� What if we summed these distances for all What if we summed these distances for all 

observations?observations?
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Variance and Standard DeviationVariance and Standard Deviation

�� The The variancevariance is defined as (approximately) the is defined as (approximately) the 

average squared distance of the observations average squared distance of the observations 

from the mean:from the mean:

�� Here, Here, n n is the number of observations, and is the number of observations, and 

xx11,x,x22,,……,,xxnn are the observations themselves.are the observations themselves.
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Variance and Standard DeviationVariance and Standard Deviation

�� The standard deviation is usually denoted by The standard deviation is usually denoted by ss, , 

and the simply the square root of the variance.and the simply the square root of the variance.

�� Note that the standard deviation is in term of Note that the standard deviation is in term of 

the original measurement units, but the variance the original measurement units, but the variance 

is not.is not.
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Example:  Expected SalaryExample:  Expected Salary

�� Variance = 2121929k (in squared dollars)Variance = 2121929k (in squared dollars)

�� Standard deviation = $1457kStandard deviation = $1457k
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Numerical Summaries in Numerical Summaries in StataStata

. . summsumm salary, dsalary, d

Expected salaryExpected salary
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Percentiles      SmallestPercentiles      Smallest
1%            8              81%            8              8
5%           45             185%           45             18
10%           55             45       10%           55             45       ObsObs 4646
25%          100             45       Sum of 25%          100             45       Sum of WgtWgt.          46.          46

50%          100                      Mean           372.304350%          100                      Mean           372.3043
Largest       Std. Dev.      1456.684Largest       Std. Dev.      1456.684

75%          200            45075%          200            450
90%          400            500       Variance        212192990%          400            500       Variance        2121929
95%          500            650       95%          500            650       SkewnessSkewness 6.4815386.481538
99%        10000          99%        10000          1000010000 Kurtosis       43.34826Kurtosis       43.34826
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BoxplotsBoxplots

�� A A boxplotboxplot graphically displays several important graphically displays several important 

features of a distribution, including the median, features of a distribution, including the median, 

quartiles, and outliers.quartiles, and outliers.

�� BoxplotsBoxplots are often useful for comparing the are often useful for comparing the 

distributions for two or more groups (e.g., males distributions for two or more groups (e.g., males 

vs. females).vs. females).
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Constructing a Constructing a BoxplotBoxplot

�� Draw a box whose ends are at the 1Draw a box whose ends are at the 1stst and 3and 3rdrd

quartiles (the width of the box is equal to the quartiles (the width of the box is equal to the 
IQR).IQR).

�� Draw a line through the box at the median.Draw a line through the box at the median.

�� Any observations that are greater than Any observations that are greater than 
QQ33+1.5*IQR or less than Q+1.5*IQR or less than Q11--1.5*IQR are 1.5*IQR are 
considered to be outliers and are individually considered to be outliers and are individually 
plotted.plotted.

�� Draw lines from the ends of the box to the most Draw lines from the ends of the box to the most 
extreme values that arenextreme values that aren’’t outliers.t outliers.
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Example:  Expected SalaryExample:  Expected Salary
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Example:  HeightsExample:  Heights
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Example:  TV Viewing By GenderExample:  TV Viewing By Gender
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Which Summary Measures to Use?Which Summary Measures to Use?

�� Mean and standard deviation:  Mean and standard deviation:  These are These are 

sensitive to outliers and sensitive to outliers and skewnessskewness and are more and are more 

appropriate when the data distribution is fairly appropriate when the data distribution is fairly 

symmetric.symmetric.

�� Median and IQR:Median and IQR: Far less sensitive to outliers, Far less sensitive to outliers, 

and less sensitive to and less sensitive to skewnessskewness..


